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August 2020 NEWSLETTER

WMU supply chain once again named a top program in the U.S.

The integrated supply management program once again claims a spot on Gartner's list of top programs. Read about the ranking.

Business professor secures Fulbright award

Dr. Tim Palmer, professor of management and director of the Center for Sustainable Business Practices, has earned a highly competitive Fulbright Specialist Award from the U.S. Department of State and the J. William Fulbright Foreign Scholarship Board. Read about the award.

Accountancy professor takes the helm at state board

Dr. Ola Smith, chair, Department of Accountancy, has been elected chair of the Michigan State Board of Accountancy, one of the highest oversight posts in the field. Read about the honor.

Dynamic duo

Father-and-son academicians, Dr. Jim DeMello and Dr. Jason D'Mello, B.B.A.'06, share best practices in distance education. Read their story.
Q&A with Dwight Bowman

Dwight Bowman is looking forward to graduating next spring and is busy balancing classes and a coveted internship at Amazon.  
Read about his experience.

Business students dig their heels into career readiness

The Student Professional Readiness Series (SPuRS) helps take business education beyond the books by preparing students with career readiness skills that employers seek.  
Read about SPuRS.
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